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In modern economies transaction costs have become equally (and perhaps more) important as production costs. In economics and related disciplines, a transaction cost is a cost incurred in making an economic exchange. They include:
-	Search and information costs are costs such as those incurred in determining that the required good is available on the market, who has the lowest price, etc. 
-	Bargaining costs are the costs required to come to an acceptable agreement with the other party to the transaction, drawing up an appropriate contract and so on. 
-	Policing and enforcement costs are the costs of making sure the other party sticks to the terms of the contract, and taking appropriate action if this turns out not to be the case. 
Implementing a new information technology (IT) is generally seen as a means for reducing the transaction costs of an organisation. However, in practice, implementing a new IT often results in higher transaction costs. This is because the amount of information that need to be processed by the organisation increases. This can result in information overload. The cost of processing this information is calls coordination cost. If these costs exceed the benefits of IT, then the implementation becomes something negative and expensive. 
To reduce coordination costs, organisations can do one of two things: 
1.	Improve information processing capabilities. This can be done either through implementing new information systems or creating lateral relations. 
1.	Use IT to reduce the need for coordination through increased slack resources (which reduces the need for extreme precision) or increased reliance on self-contained tasks which provides more of the information to a single point of contact rather than requiring communications and coordination among multiple units. The decreased amount of information to process means lower coordination costs and lower transaction costs. 
Firms develop and become larger along time, using more and more computers to work. This growth in the number of computers leads to a growth of software use (operating systems and their applications, for example) and, as a result, to the growth in the number of software use/access licenses to be purchased and managed.



